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the meaning of dynamic is marked by usually continuous and productive activity or change how
to use dynamic in a sentence dynamic definition 1 having a lot of ideas and enthusiasm 2
continuously changing or developing 3 relating to learn more dynamic meaning 1 having a lot
of ideas and enthusiasm 2 continuously changing or developing 3 relating to learn more find 52
different ways to say dynamic along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com synonyms for dynamic energetic robust powerful lively vigorous strong vital
healthy antonyms of dynamic weak sluggish dull delicate feeble lethargic listless faint if you
describe someone as dynamic you approve of them because they are full of energy or full of
new and exciting ideas approval he seemed a dynamic and energetic leader 1 physics a branch
of mechanics see mechanics sense 1 that deals with forces and their relation primarily to the
motion but sometimes also to the equilibrium see equilibrium sense 2 of bodies 2 a pattern or
process of change growth or activity population dynamics 3 variation and contrast in force or
intensity as in music definition of dynamic adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
noun filter adjective relating to an object or objects in motion webster s new world similar
definitions of or relating to the study of dynamics american heritage relating to or tending
toward change or productive activity webster s new world similar definitions energetic
vigorous forceful webster s new world similar definitions noun daɪˈnæmɪk dynamics plural the
way in which people or things behave and react to each other in a particular situation the
dynamics of political change group dynamics the way in which members of a group react to
each other market dynamics are working in the company s favor dynamic definition 1 full of
ideas energy and enthusiasm 2 continuously changing or moving 3 a dynamic force learn more
if a person place or thing is energetic and active then it s dynamic when things are dynamic
there s a lot going on even the most exciting rural town won t be as dynamic as a big city there
are just more things happening in a city dynamic plural dynamics a characteristic or manner of
an interaction a behavior watch the dynamic between the husband and wife when they
disagree 1 the way that two or more people behave with each other because of a particular
situation singular the dynamic between a doctor and a patient the teacher student dynamic
plural group dynamics are important to consider the dynamics of this class are different from
those of other classes 2 dynamics branch of physical science and subdivision of mechanics that
is concerned with the motion of material objects in relation to the physical factors that affect
them force mass momentum and energy the foundations of dynamics were laid at the end of
the 16th century by galileo dynamic definition pertaining to or characterized by energy or
effective action vigorously active or forceful energetic see examples of dynamic used in a
sentence it s a plural just like u might expect a dynamic is a chain of cause and effect dynamics
relate to interactive but distinguishable chains of cause and effect that interact either
catalysticly or exponentially dynamics is also a musical term the band consists of seven artists
that bring an individualality to the carefully selected song list that showcases all of the
members keeping the audience entertained throughout the show their style range from classic
r b soul rock blues jazz 70s dance as nouns the difference between dynamics and dynamic is
that dynamics is the branch of mechanics that is concerned with the effects of forces on the
motion of objects while dynamic is a characteristic or manner of an interaction a behavior the
dynamic of a system or process is the force that causes it to change or progress the dynamic of
the market demands constant change and adjustment politics has its own dynamic
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dynamic definition meaning merriam webster May 13
2024
the meaning of dynamic is marked by usually continuous and productive activity or change how
to use dynamic in a sentence

dynamic english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 12
2024
dynamic definition 1 having a lot of ideas and enthusiasm 2 continuously changing or
developing 3 relating to learn more

dynamic definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Mar 11 2024
dynamic meaning 1 having a lot of ideas and enthusiasm 2 continuously changing or
developing 3 relating to learn more

52 synonyms antonyms for dynamic thesaurus com Feb
10 2024
find 52 different ways to say dynamic along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com

dynamic synonyms 133 similar and opposite words
merriam Jan 09 2024
synonyms for dynamic energetic robust powerful lively vigorous strong vital healthy antonyms
of dynamic weak sluggish dull delicate feeble lethargic listless faint

dynamic definition in american english collins english
Dec 08 2023
if you describe someone as dynamic you approve of them because they are full of energy or full
of new and exciting ideas approval he seemed a dynamic and energetic leader

dynamics definition meaning merriam webster Nov 07
2023
1 physics a branch of mechanics see mechanics sense 1 that deals with forces and their
relation primarily to the motion but sometimes also to the equilibrium see equilibrium sense 2
of bodies 2 a pattern or process of change growth or activity population dynamics 3 variation
and contrast in force or intensity as in music

dynamic adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Oct 06 2023
definition of dynamic adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
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dynamic definition meaning yourdictionary Sep 05 2023
noun filter adjective relating to an object or objects in motion webster s new world similar
definitions of or relating to the study of dynamics american heritage relating to or tending
toward change or productive activity webster s new world similar definitions energetic
vigorous forceful webster s new world similar definitions

dynamic noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage Aug 04 2023
noun daɪˈnæmɪk dynamics plural the way in which people or things behave and react to each
other in a particular situation the dynamics of political change group dynamics the way in
which members of a group react to each other market dynamics are working in the company s
favor

dynamic meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Jul 03
2023
dynamic definition 1 full of ideas energy and enthusiasm 2 continuously changing or moving 3
a dynamic force learn more

dynamic definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jun 02 2023
if a person place or thing is energetic and active then it s dynamic when things are dynamic
there s a lot going on even the most exciting rural town won t be as dynamic as a big city there
are just more things happening in a city

dynamic wiktionary the free dictionary May 01 2023
dynamic plural dynamics a characteristic or manner of an interaction a behavior watch the
dynamic between the husband and wife when they disagree

dynamic definition meaning britannica dictionary Mar 31
2023
1 the way that two or more people behave with each other because of a particular situation
singular the dynamic between a doctor and a patient the teacher student dynamic plural group
dynamics are important to consider the dynamics of this class are different from those of other
classes 2

dynamics definition facts britannica Feb 27 2023
dynamics branch of physical science and subdivision of mechanics that is concerned with the
motion of material objects in relation to the physical factors that affect them force mass
momentum and energy the foundations of dynamics were laid at the end of the 16th century by
galileo

dynamic definition meaning dictionary com Jan 29 2023
dynamic definition pertaining to or characterized by energy or effective action vigorously
active or forceful energetic see examples of dynamic used in a sentence
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word choice dynamic vs dynamics english language Dec
28 2022
it s a plural just like u might expect a dynamic is a chain of cause and effect dynamics relate to
interactive but distinguishable chains of cause and effect that interact either catalysticly or
exponentially dynamics is also a musical term

deb the dynamics Nov 26 2022
the band consists of seven artists that bring an individualality to the carefully selected song list
that showcases all of the members keeping the audience entertained throughout the show their
style range from classic r b soul rock blues jazz 70s dance

what is the difference between dynamics and dynamic
wikidiff Oct 26 2022
as nouns the difference between dynamics and dynamic is that dynamics is the branch of
mechanics that is concerned with the effects of forces on the motion of objects while dynamic
is a characteristic or manner of an interaction a behavior

dynamic definition and meaning collins english
dictionary Sep 24 2022
the dynamic of a system or process is the force that causes it to change or progress the
dynamic of the market demands constant change and adjustment politics has its own dynamic
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